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Peer   Handbook   Introduction  

 

 

Welcome   to   NEXT   High   School!  

 

This    Peer   Handbook    will   give   an   overview   of   what   to   expect   while   you   are   a   Peer   ( Peer    is  

our   term   for    student )   at   NHS.   This   handbook   offers   details   about   our   program,   policies,  

and   procedures.   If   you   have   any   questions,   you   may   always   ask   one   of   your   NHS   Pros  

( Pro    is   our   term   for   any    teacher/staff   member    at   NHS).  

 

In   2020–21,   all   schools   in   the   nation   are   adjusting   to   deal   with   the   spread   of  

COVID-19.    As   such,   this   edition   of   NEXT   High   School’s   Peer   Handbook   includes  

important   adaptations   that   are   in   place   due   to   COVID-19.   These   safety   requirements   are  

established   by   the   South   Carolina   Department   of   Education,   DHEC,   the   CDC,   and   our  

own   school   Administration   and   Board  

 

In   order   to   help   reduce   the   spread   of   COVID-19,   all   Peers   will   be   required   to   wear   a  

mask   while   on   campus   and   at   school-related   events   during   the   2020-2021   school   year.   

 

Peers   are   required   to   wear   a   mask   throughout   the   school   day,   except   for   when   they   are  

eating   lunch   or   taking   a   drink   of   water.   When   eating   lunch,   Peers   must   place   their  

masks   either   in   their   pocket   or   bag   and   not   on   any   other   surfaces.    Please   review   the  

CDC   guidelines   on   how   to   properly   wear   a   mask .   

 

Our   first   priority   is   always   the   safety   and   wellbeing   of   our   Peers   and   Pros    (students  

and   staff).   Together,   we   can   make   an   impact—even   during   uncertain   times.   We   believe   in  

the   creativity   and   resilience   of   our   Peers   and   Pros.    We   can’t   wait   to   build   with   you!  

 

–NEXT   High   School   Admin,   Support   Staff,   Teaching   Pros,   and   Board  
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NEXT   High   School   Mission  

 

 

Founding   Mission   from   our   Charter:    To   prepare   young   people   for   life   (after   school).  

 

Expanded   Mission: To   prepare   young   people   for   life   using   Project   Based   Learning  

methods   that   ignite   student   interests,   drive   student   inquiry,   and  

empower   student   impact—in   and   out   of   school.  

 

As   our   Peers   move   toward   graduation,   they   will   be   challenged   to   establish   and   evaluate  

their   personal   and   academic   goals   to   prepare   them   for   what    life   after   school   will   look   for  

them —whether   they   pursue   their   passions   in   college,   at   technical   school,   in   start-ups   and  

nonprofits,   or   as   part   of   the   broader   workforce.  

 

The   world   young   people   are   inheriting   is   big,   diverse,   always-changing,   and   more  

challenging   than   ever.    Peers   and   graduates   of   NEXT   High   School   will   be   prepared   by  

building   their   future    now.  

 

 

NHS   Philosophy:    Pillars   of   Respect  

 

 

Our   policies   and   principles   are   built   on    three   core   pillars   of   respect:  

 

1. Respect    Yourself  

2. Respect    Others  

3. Respect    the   Space  

 

We   strive   to   approach   every   student,   situation,   and   opportunity   through   this   lens   of  

mutual   respect.    We   ask   all   Peers,   Pros,   and   parents   to   actively   support   our   philosophy  

as   we   grow,   build,   and   learn   together.  
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School   Calendar :   2020–21    //   subject   to   change   with   notice  

 

Also   available   at    www.nexthighschool.org/calendar  
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Program   Overview  

 

NEXT   High   School   is   a   South   Carolina   public   charter   high   school   preparing   young   people  

for    life   after   school:   college,   career,   and   beyond.  

Our   program   uses    Project-Based   Learning   (PBL)   methods    in   a   flexible,   creative  

environment.   NEXT   High   School   focuses   on    engaging   students   in   the   real   world —  

through   rigorous   coursework,   leadership   development,   public   speaking,   internships,  

community   partnerships,   community   service,   and   student-driven   project   work.  

Learn   more   about   our   overall   program   below:  
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Project   Based   Learning    at   NEXT   High   School  

 

 

According   to   PBLWorks,    Project   Based   Learning    (PBL)   is   “a   teaching   method   in   which  

students   learn   by   actively   engaging   in   real-world   and   personally   meaningful   projects.”  

– pblworks.org/what-is-pbl  

 

NEXT   High   School   draws   on   best   practices   in  

PBL    from   schools   and   institutions   such   as   High  

Tech   High   ( hightechhigh.org ),   The   Center   for  

Advanced   Research   and   Technology   ( cart.org ),  

and   PBLWorks   ( pblworks.org ;   formerly    Buck  

Institute   for   Education ).  

 

“Gold   Standard   PBL”    includes   a   number   of   core  

components    (see   illustration;   “Gold   Standard  

Project   Based   Learning”   by   PBLWorks   is  

licensed   under   CC   BY-NC-ND   4.0).    This   unique  

educational   model   is   the   foundation   for   all   of  

NEXT   High   School’s   classes   and   programs.  

 

We   believe   that   empowering   students   to   pursue  

their   interests   as   they   solve   interesting   problems  

and   answer   guiding   questions   in   their   curriculum  

will   empower   them   to   a   life   of   real-world   impact.  

 

NEXT   High   School’s   PBL   focus   culminates   in    regular   displays   and   presentations    of  

student   work   via   SHOWOFF   and   Market   Days:  

 

● SHOWOFF    is   a   stage   presentation   event   and   gallery   walk   open   to   the   community.  

Peers   speak   publicly   about   their   best   project   work   and   display   artifacts   of   their  

projects   for   the   community   to   experience.    *May   be   modified   for   a   digital   and/or  

socially   distant   experience   as   needed   this   year.  

● Market   Days ,   often   held   in   conjunction   with   SHOWOFF   events,   are   expo-style  

events   where   students   can   pitch   and   sell   products   developed   as   part   of   their  

personal   interest-driven   project   work.    *May   be   modified   for   a   digital   and/or  

socially   distant   experience   as   needed   this   year.  
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Technology  
 

 

One-to-One   (1:1)   Technology   at   NEXT   High   School  

 

The   purpose   of   the   1:1   Chromebook   program   at   NHS   is   to  

provide   opportunities   for   collaborative   learning   in   an  

engaging   and   challenging   environment   that   will   prepare  

Peers   for   life   beyond   high   school.   All   lessons   involving  

technology   will   be   designed   around   the   technology’s   ability  

to   engage   Peers,   enhance   instruction,   and   extend   learning  

beyond   the   typical   classroom.  

 

Peers   classified   as   Seniors   will   be   allowed   to   use   their   own   device    (laptop,   tablet,  

MacBook,   etc.)   in   lieu   of   a   school-issued   Chromebook   (subject   to   opt-in   and   approval).  

This   is   a   privilege   reserved   for   Seniors   only   and   can   be   taken   away   if   the   Senior   does   not  

abide   by   NHS   Acceptable   Tech   Use   Guidelines.  

 

Acceptable   Tech   Use   Guidelines:   Peers   and   Parents   Agree...  

 

● “I   understand   that   the   use   of   electronic   information   resources   must   be   for  

education,   research,   and   the   philosophy,   goals,   and   objectives   of   NEXT   High  

School   (including   items   of   personal   interest   and   enrichment);   and   that   my  

communication   with   Peers,   Pros,   and   community   members   must   always   be  

responsible,   timely,   and   appropriate.”  

● “I   understand   that   my   electronic   mail   is   not   private,   nor   is   my   browsing   history   or  

any   content   stored   or   accessed   on   my   device   or   with   my   NHS   accounts   (Google  

Apps,   Edgenuity,   et   al.)   while   enrolled   at   NEXT   High   School.”  

● “I   agree   not   to   seek   out,   submit,   publicly   display,   retrieve,   download,   create,   or  

send   any   defamatory,   abusive,   obscene,   profane,   threatening,   offensive,   or   illegal  

material.”  

● “I   agree   to   seek   help   from   a   parent   or   Pro   if   I   encounter   inappropriate   or   harmful  

content   that   seems   questionable,   dangerous,   suspicious,   or   makes   me  

uncomfortable   for   any   reason.”  

● “I   will   not   attempt   to   harm,   modify,   or   destroy   hardware   or   software,   or   interfere  

with   system   security,   servers,   wireless   networks,   et   al.”  

● “I   understand   the   repair   and   replacement   policy   as   outlined   in   this   document.”  
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Chromebooks:    Peer/Guardian   Responsibility  

 

The   Peer   and/or   Guardian   will   be   held   financially   responsible   for   replacement   and/or  

repair   of   a   device   (up   to   $250)   if   damaged   or   through   misuse   or   carelessness.   All   devices  

must   be   returned   in   the   same   condition   they   were   given.   Repair   or   replacement   needed  

due   to   manufacturer   hardware   failure   and/or   normal   wear   and   tear   will   be   addressed   on  

a   case-by-case   basis.   

 

Chromebooks:   Device   Protection   Policy  

 

Any   damage   will   result   in   one   of   two   courses   of   action:  

  

(1) In   the   case   of   accidental   damage   resulting   in   the   Chromebook   no   longer   being  

functional,   the   Peer   will   receive   an   older   used   Chromebook   for   the   remainder   of  

the   school   year   or   until   repairs   can   be   made.  

(2) In   the   case   of   intentional   or   careless   damage   resulting   in   the   Chromebook  

becoming   non-operational,   or   the   loss   of   the   Chromebook,   the   Peer   will   be  

charged   the   replacement   cost   of   the   Chromebook   (up   to   $250).  

The   majority   of   Chromebook   damages   can   easily   be   prevented   if   the   device   is   properly  

stored   in   a   case   or   sleeve   and   handled   with   care.   Cases   and   shells   also   provide   students  

the   opportunity   to   "personalize"   their   Chromebooks,   making   them   easy   to   identify   if  

misplaced   at   school.  

 

Cell   Phones/   Mobile   Electronic   Devices  

 

Cell   phones   must   be   silent   and   out   of   sight   during   instructional   time   unless   given   explicit  

permission   from   the   Pro   for   instructional   purposes.   Cell   phones   may   be   used   before  

school,   after   school,   during   lunch,   and   during   class   changes.  

 

Camera/video/sound   recording   functions   may   not   be   used   without   permission   from   a  

faculty   member.   DISTRIBUTION   OF   RECORDINGS   AND/OR   PICTURES   OF   ANY   PERSON,  

THING,   AND/OR   EVENT   ASSOCIATED   WITH   NEXT   HIGH   SCHOOL   WITHOUT   THE  

CONSENT   OF   THE   NHS   ADMINISTRATION   IS   STRICTLY   PROHIBITED.   

 

Music   or   conversations   should   not   be   heard   by   others.   Lost   or   stolen   phones   will   not   be  

the   responsibility   of   NHS.    
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Learning   Models   for   2020–21   //   COVID-19   Contingencies  

Hybrid   Learning   Model,   100%   Virtual   Program,   and   Extended   Online   Learning   (EOL)  

 
During   the   uncertainty   due   to   COVID-19,    NEXT   High   School   seeks   to   be   a   center   of   consistency  

for   your   students   and   family.    To   provide   safety,   consistency,   and   flexibility   for   the   2020-2021  

school   year,   NEXT   High   School   will   follow   a    Hybrid   Learning   Model    beginning   on   August   10,  

2020,    with   contingencies   for   an   opt-in   100%   Virtual   Program    and    plans   for   Extended   Online  

Learning   (EOL)   as   needed    based   on   the   spread   and   severity   of   COVID-19   affecting   our   school.  

 

NHS   100%   Virtual   Program   (Opt-In)  

NEXT   High   School   has   an   opt-in   plan   for   a   100%   Virtual   Program   for   Peers   whose  

parents/guardians   feel   their   child(ren)   need(s)   to   remain   at   home.   This   option   is   also   available   for  

Peers   needing   to   self-quarantine   or   who   are   experiencing   illness   or   symptoms.  

 

The   initial    opt-in   deadline   for   2020   was   July   31,   2020 .    Ongoing   Virtual   Program   enrollment   is  

available   as   space   allows.  

 

NHS   Hybrid   Learning   Model:    Goals  

● Safety:    The   hybrid   model   allows   for   social   distancing   during   classes,   lunch,   and   between  

periods.   It   also   provides   a   cleaner   and   safer   environment   because   fewer   students   will   be  

in   the   space   at   any   given   time.  

● In-Class   Instruction:    Peers   will   have   regular   face-to-face   instruction   with   their   Pros   on  

campus   twice   per   week—a   vital   component   for   your   students’   learning.  

● Consistency:    Peers   will   be   in   school   at   the   same   time   each   week   (no   alternating   “A/B”  

weeks,   etc.),   allowing   your   family   to   plan   with   confidence.  

● Flexibility:    In   the   event   that   NHS   needs   to   close   its   campus   due   to   COVID-19   exposure   or  

official   mandate,   the   hybrid   model   allows   NHS   to   easily   transition   to   100%   online  

learning—and,   importantly,   back   again   when   appropriate.  

● Future-Focused:    If   and   when   conditions   allow,   returning   safely   to   a   100%   in-person,  

on-campus   model   is   always   NEXT   High   School’s   ultimate   goal.   We   believe   a   Hybrid  

Learning   Model   is   a   strong   bridge   to   that   future   goal.  

 

NHS   Hybrid   Learning   Model:    Quick   Definitions  

● On-Campus   Learning — Classes   meet   in   person   at   NHS   with   their   designated   cohort   and  

in   a   classroom   environment   with   their   Pros.  

● Synchronous   Learning —Classes   meet   online   at   specified   times   in   face-to-face   virtual  

classrooms   with   their   Pros   and   Peers.  

● Asynchronous   Learning —Peers   work   independently   on   work   as   assigned   by   the   Pro,  

without   a   designated   meeting   time.   Work   should   be   completed   by   the   due   date   indicated.  

● Cohorts— The   student   body   will   be   divided   into    two   cohorts:    “Blue”    and    “Gold.”     Siblings  

and/or   members   of   the   same   household   will   be   in   the   same   cohort.  
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NHS   Hybrid   Learning   Model:    Details  

● Monday   -   Thursday:    Peers   will   alternate    on-campus    and    at-home   attendance    based   on   a  

cohort   model.  

○ “Gold”   Cohort:   Monday   and   Wednesday   @   NHS.  

■ Gold   Cohort:    On-Campus   Learning   @NHS   on   Monday/Wednesday  

■ Gold   Cohort:    Asynchronous   Learning   at   home   on   Tuesday/Thursday  

○ “Blue”   Cohort:   Tuesday   and   Thursday   @   NHS  

■ Blue   Cohort:    On-Campus   Learning   @NHS   on   Tuesday/Thursday  

■ Blue   Cohort:    Asynchronous   Learning   at   home   on   Monday/Wednesday  

● Friday:    All   Peers    work   on   Asynchronous   Learning   assignments   from   home.  
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NHS   Hybrid   Learning   Model:    Peer   Morning   Arrival  

 

Peers   will   need   to   enter   the   building   and   get   to   their   1 st    Block   classes   as   soon   as   they  

arrive   at   NHS.   They   will   not   be   allowed   to   linger   in   the   parking   lot   or   other   areas   of   the  

school.   It   is   strongly   encouraged   that   Peers   do   not   arrive   at   NHS   before   7:45.   

 

● If   a   Peer   arrives   at   NHS   before   8:00,   they   will   be   directed   to   the   Terrace   Level   as   a  

designated   “Holding   Area.”   

● Social   distancing   and   mask   protocols   will   be   observed   by   everyone   on   the   Terrace  

Level.   A   Pro   (or   two)   will   be   stationed   on   the   floor   to   manage   the   Peers   there.   

 

NHS   Virtual   Program  

Peers   will   have   the   opportunity   to   apply   to   participate   in   a   fully   online   school   with  

instruction   provided   by   NEXT   High   School   teachers.   Once   a   Peer   opts   into   the   Virtual  

Program,   they   will   be   locked   into   the   Virtual   Program   for   at   least   the   first   semester   of  

2020-2021   school   year.   

 

Peers   participating   in   the   NEXT   High   School   Virtual   Program   will   be   given   a   schedule   that  

includes   a   cohort.   They   will   live   stream   into   face   to   face   classes   or   watch   a   recording  

posted   by   their   Pro    on   the   days   when   their   cohort   is   on   campus.   They   will   follow   their  

cohort’s   asynchronous   assignments   on   days   when   their   cohort   is   not   on   campus.   Should  

a   Peer   miss   a   live   stream   class,   recordings   of   the   class   will   be   available   for   Peers   to  

watch.   

 

Should   the   entire   campus   shift   to   Extended   Online   Learning,   Virtual   Program   participants  

will   follow   the   same   schedule   as   all   other   Peers.  

 

All   instructors   will   be   informed   of   Peers   with   an   IEP   or   504.   Parents   will   be   contacted   to  

discuss   what   those   accommodations   will   look   like   in   the   Virtual   Program.   All   IEP   and   504  

accommodations   will   be   followed   in   the   virtual   program.   

 

Extended   On-Line   Learning  

In   the   event   that   a   governmental   mandate   or   other   situation   requires   our   campus   to   be   shut  

down   for   an   extended   period   of   time,   NHS   has   prepared   plans   for   a   rigorous   Extended   Online  

Learning   (EOL)   model   for   ALL   students.  

 

Extended   Online   Learning   (EOL):    Goals  

● The   safety   of   Peers   and   Pros  

● Consistency   of   expectations   for   Peers   and   parents  

● Frequent   synchronous   touchpoints   with   all   students   until   we   can   safely   return   to   campus  
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Differences   Between   EOL   and   “Online   Learning   Attendance”   (OLA)   days:  

● Online   Learning   Attendance   (OLA)   days    are   for    short   durations   (1–2   days)    of   campus  

closure,   such   as   closure   due   to   inclement   weather/snow   days.   OLA   work   is   online,  

Asynchronous   Learning.   After   an   OLA   day,   Peers   and   Pros   will   return   to   the   previous  

learning   model   (e.g.,   the   Hybrid   Learning   Model).  

● Extended   Online   Learning   (EOL)    is   enacted   for   an    extended    period   (weeks   or   months)  

due   to   extended   campus   closure   (e.g.,   the   spread   of   COVID-19   and   related   issues).  

 

Extended   Online   Learning:    Details  

● All   work   will   be   done   online,   at   home,   for   all   Peers.  

● Instead   of   completing   work   by   cohort,   all   Peers   will   be   combined   into   one   class   and   will  

attend   meetings   as   a   whole.    No   changes   to   student   schedules   will   be   needed,   as   the  

cohort   model   is   designed   for   this.   Student   schedules   and   teachers   will   remain   constant.  

● The   following   weekly   schedule    for   Synchronous/Asynchronous   Learning   will   be   in   effect:  

○ Monday/Wednesday/Thursday :   Synchronous   Learning   days   with   live   video  

meetings  

○ Tuesday/Friday:    Asynchronous   Learning   days  

● All   IEPs   and   504   accommodations   will   continue   to   be   served.   Adjustments   to   plans   will   be  

made   as   needed   with   parent/guardian   notice.  

● Once   it   is   safe   to   return   to   school,   the   Hybrid   Learning   Model   will   be   reinstated   and   Peers  

will   return   to   their   cohorts   and   normal   Hybrid   Learning   Model   attendance.  

 

Extended   Online   Learning   Model   Weekly   Schedule    (ALL   Peers   @   Home)  

Start   End  

Monday  
Synchronous  

Learning  

Tuesday  
Asynchronous  

Learning  

Wednesday  
Synchronous  

Learning  

Thursday  
Synchronous  

Learning  

Friday  
Asynchronous  

Learning  

8:30   AM   9:45   AM   Block   1   Block   1   Block   1   Block   1   Block   1  

9:45   AM   10:00   AM   break   break   break   break   break  

10:00   AM   11:15   AM   Block   2   Block   2   Block   2   Block   2   Block   2  

11:15   AM   12:00   PM   Lunch/Break   Lunch/Break   Lunch/Break   Lunch/Break   Lunch/Break  

12:00   PM   1:15   PM   Block   3   Block   3   Block   3   Block   3   Block   3  

1:15   PM   1:30   PM   break   break   break   break   break  

1:30   PM   2:45   PM   Block   4   Block   4   Block   4   Block   4   Block   4  
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School   Counseling    and    Social/Emotional   Support  

 

 

According   to   the   American   School   Counselor   Association   (ASCA),    school   counselors  

help   all   students   in   the   areas   of   academic   achievement,   career   and   social/emotional  

development,   ensuring   today's   students   become   the   productive,   well-adjusted   adults   of  

tomorrow.   

 

NEXT   High   School   is   committed   to   supporting   our   Peers   academically,   socially,   and  

emotionally.    Some   of   the   main   efforts   of   our   Counseling   Department   are:  

 

● Yearly   Individualized   Graduation   Plan   Meeting   (IGP)  

○ 11th   and   12th   Grade:   Scheduled   from   September-November  

○ 9th   and   10th   Grade:   Scheduled   from   January-March  

● Short   term   1:1   and   small   group   counseling   as   needed   

● Collaboration   with   families,   teachers,   Administration,   and   the   community   for   Peers’  

success  

● Exposure   to   college   and   career   opportunities   on   and   off   campus  

 

While   restrictions   are   in   place   due   to   COVID-19   ,   the   Counseling   Department   will  

continue   to   support   our   Peers   through   different   venues.   As   needed,   counseling   support  

will   be   provided   virtually.   The   Interdisciplinary   Team   will   be   led   by   the   School   Counselor  

to   regularly   address   any   concerns   with   our   Peers   so   that   we   are   able   to   support   them   in  

all   areas-academically,   socially,   and   emotionally.   The   Counseling   Department   will   also  

regularly   send   any   college   and   testing   updates/changes   to   our   families   and   Peers   due   to  

COVID-19.     
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Community   Service  

 

 

As   part   of   our   programming,   Peers   impact   our   community   through   service.   Each   Peer   is  

required   to   complete    12   hours    of   service   annually.   Community   service   is   an   effective   way  

to   influence   positive   changes   in   our   local   community   and   personally.  

 

In   general,   service   should   help   those   who   are   in   need   or   organizations   who   help   those   in  

need.   Hours   that   do   not   meet   the   guidelines   include   activities   for   which   one   is   paid   for   or  

benefits   directly   from   or   activities   completed   for   family   members.   

 

In   accordance   with   our   COVID   19   policies   and   procedures,   we   ask   that   Peers   complete  

their   community   service   individually   and   consider   doing   one   of   the   “socially   distanced”  

projects   listed   on   our   website   or   those   augmented   through   Advisory   or   the   classroom.   

 

Please   direct   all   community   service   questions   to   our   Student   Life   Coordinator   via  

communityservice@nexthighschool.org .   

 

Visit   our   website    to   find   a   list   of   approved/recommended   service   projects   and   the  

Community   Service   Verification   form.  
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Internships  

 

 

NHS   supports   internship   opportunities   that   will   connect   Peers   to   opportunities   designed  

to   assist   them   in   reaching   their   educational,   entrepreneurial,   and   personal   goals   through  

exposure   to   a   real-world   work   setting.  

 

Interns   are   representatives   of   NHS   and,   as   such,   will   be   expected   to   engage   internships  

with   excellence   and   professionalism.   Because   Internships   come   with   great   responsibility,  

NHS   has   set   forth   a   screening   process   to   help   select   qualifying   Peers   that   demonstrate  

their   ability,   understanding,   and   capacity   to   perform   the   duties   set   forth   by   the   Host(s),  

the   Student   Life   Coordinator,   and   NHS.   

 

Internships   are   an   extension   of   the   NHS   school   day,   therefore   the   policies   of   NHS  

outlined   in   the   Peer   Handbook   apply   at   internship   sites,   as   well.  

Peer   Interns,   their   guardian(s),   and   internship   hosts   will   have   to   sign   a   waiver   before  

completing   an   in-person   internship   during   the   2020-2021   school   year.   Some   virtual   or  

remote   internships   may   become   available,   but   are   not   guaranteed.   Peers   that   elect   to   do  

an   internship   are   expected   to   adhere   to   all   CDC   recommendations   for   social   distancing.  

The   Student   Life   Coordinator   will   provide   detailed   information   to   each   individual   intern  

regarding   social   distancing   protocol   at   internship   sites.  

 

For   more   information   about   the   NHS   Peer   Internship   Program,    please   visit   our   website    or  

contact   our   Student   Life   Coordinator   at   candace.morris@nexthighschool.org.  
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Academic   Grading   and   Policies  

 

 
Grading   Scale  

By   South   Carolina   law,   all   South   Carolina   public   high   schools   use   the   Uniform   Grading  

Scale   (UGS)   as   follows:  

 

A   =   100–90 B   =   89–80 C   =   79–70 D   =   69–60* F   =   59—below  

*Students   must   earn   at   least   a   D   average   in   any   course   in   order   to   earn   credit.  

 

Grade   Communication  

Throughout   the   school   year    families   can   expect   to   hear   from   a   variety   of   Pros   as   we  

work   together   to   support   the   academic   success   of   your   Peer.    These   Pros   include,   but  

are   not   limited   to,   teaching   Pros,   your   Peer’s   Advisor,   and   the   School   Counselor.    

 

Regular   communication   regarding   grades   is   important   for   your   Peer’s   academic  

achievement.   Communication   efforts   will   be   made   through   e-mail,   phone,   and  

conferences,   as   needed.    In   accordance   with   our   COVID-19   policies   and   procedures,   all  

requested   meetings   will   be   held   virtually   or   over   the   phone.   Pros   will   work   with   families  

to   make   the   best   arrangements   to   accommodate   their   needs   and   schedule.   

 

Also,   each   academic   year    Peers   and   families   are   required   to   have   an   Individualized  

Graduation   Plan   (IGP)   meeting.    This   meeting   will   help   engage   Peers   to   think   about  

plans   for   after   high   school   and   what   steps   need   to   be   taken   to   meet   those   goals.   These  

meetings   are   required   by   the   South   Carolina   Department   of   Education   and   are   an  

integral   part   of   your   Peer’s   academic   planning.   The   School   Counselor   will   be  

communicating   with   families   to   arrange   these   meetings   virtually   and   over   the   phone  

throughout   the   school   year.    In   accordance   with   our   COVID-19   policies   and   procedures,  

these   meetings   will   also   be   held   virtually   or   over   the   phone.   

 

Parents   and   Peers   will   have   access   to   PowerSchool   Parent   Portal,   Schoology,   and  

Edmentum.    Parents   are   encouraged   to   check   grades   regularly   and   reach   out   with   any  

concerns   or   questions.   

 

Parents   are   encouraged   to   regularly   communicate   with   Pros    so   that   we   can   work  

together   as   a   team   in   the   best   interest   of   your   Peer.   We   will   always   take   a   proactive  

approach   to   address   any   academic   concerns   in   a   timely   manner.   
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In   the   event   that   extra   support   is   needed   your   Peer   may   be   referred   to   the  

Interdisciplinary   Team   (IDT).   IDT   is   a   group   of   Pros   including   Administration   and   support  

staff   that   meet   regularly   to   develop   strategies   and   interventions   for   our   Peers.   The   IDT  

will   work   with   you,   your   Peer,   and   the   teaching   Pro   to   reach   the   best   solutions   so   that  

your   Peer   is   successful.    

 

Course   Failure,   Retakes,   and   Credit   Recovery  

According   to   the   SC   Uniform   Grading   Policy,   if   a   student   receives   a   grade   between  

0%–59%   they   have   failed   (F)   the   course   and   will   not   receive   credit.   Please   note   that   if   a  

Peer’s   final   grade   percentage    is   less   than   50% ,   the   grade   on   the   transcript   will   be  

recorded   as   50%.    This   is   the   “floor”   of   the   failing   grade   range   according   to   the   SC  

Uniform   Grading   Policy).   

The   Peer   and   their   family   will   work   with   the   School   Counselor   to   determine   the   best  

course   of   action   to   meet   the   Peer’s   academic   goals   as   determined   in   the   Individual  

Graduation   Plan   (IGP)   Meeting.   

I f   the   failed   course   is   required   to   meet   SC   Graduation   Requirements   (See   graph   in    SC  

Graduation   Requirements    section   for   all   required   credits),   the   Peer   will   be   scheduled  

to   retake   the   class.    If   the   course   is   a   prerequisite   for   a   later/higher   level   course,   the  

failed   course   must   be   successfully   completed   before   advancing   to   the   next   class.   If   the  

failed   course   was   an   elective,   the   Peer   has   the   option   to   retake   the   course   to   receive  

credit   and   recalculate   their   GPA.   

Peers   have    one   academic   year    to   retake   a   failed   course.    If   the   Peer   does   not   retake   the  

course   within   an   academic   year   they   will   not   be   permitted   to   do   so   throughout   their   high  

school   career.    All   final   grades   for   courses   (passing   AND   failing)   will   be   on   the   Peer’s  

final   high   school   transcript.   

Peers   at   NEXT   High   School   have   two   options   to   receive   the   credit   for   a   failed   course:  

Option   (1):   Retake   the   course   in   its   entirety.  

● The   Peer   may   enroll   and   retake   the   full   course   at   the   NEXT   School.  

Please   note,   retaking   courses   on   campus   is   subject   to   availability.  

Peers   taking   the   course   for   initial   credit   have   priority.  

● The   Peer   can   retake   the   full   course   online   through   VirtualSC   or  

another   SC-certified   and   approved   online   platform.   Unless   the   Peer  

is   a   Senior,   these   classes   are   independently   completed   during   a  

block   on   campus   in   the   designated   area.   Online   classes   are   the  
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responsibility   of   the   Peer   to   complete   and   they   are   expected   to  

communicate   regularly   with   the   VSC   teacher   for   any   support.   

Option   (2):   Take   credit   recovery   to   receive   credit  

● The   Peer   can   enroll   in   credit   recovery   for   the   failed   course   through  

VirtualSC   or   another   SC-certified   and   NHS   Counselor-approved  

platform.    *Credit   recovery   course   availability   is   limited   and   subject  

to   enrollment   constraints   and   current    VirtualSC   offerings .  

● Credit   Recovery   courses   are    independently   completed   online   and  

outside   of   the   school   day.    They   are   individually   paced   and   will   be  

taken   concurrently/in   addition   to   the   Peer’s   normal   course   load   on  

campus   for   a   given   semester   (exceptions   approved   by   the   School  

Counselor   and/or   Special   Education   Coordinator).  

● If   the   Peer   does   not   successfully   complete   the   credit   recovery  

course   they   will   be   placed   back   in   the   class   to   complete   in   its  

entirety.   

*Please   note   that   either   option   must   be   approved   by   the   School   Counselor   and   is   based  

on   class   availability.   

See   the   following   excerpt   from   the   SC   Uniform   Grading   Policy   for    further   explanation  

about   courses   and   credits:  

Students   in   grades   nine   through   twelve   may   retake   a   course   at   the   same   level   of  

difficulty   if   they   have   earned   a   D   or   an   F   in   that   course.   Districts   may   extend   the  

policy   to   allow   students   making   any   grade   to   retake   any   course   per   local   board  

decision.  

Retaking   the   course   means   that   the   student   completes   the   entire   course   again  

(not   a   subset   of   the   course   such   as   through   credit   or   content   recovery).   If   the  

course   being   retaken   has   an   EOCEP,   the   EOCEP   must   be   retaken.   The   student’s  

transcript   will   reflect   both   course   instances.   Only   one   course   attempt   and   the  

highest   grade   earned   for   the   course   will   be   calculated   in   the   GPA.  

A   student   who   has   taken   a   course   for   a   Carnegie   unit   of   high   school   credit   prior  

to   his   or   her   ninth   grade   year   may   retake   that   course   regardless   of   the   grade   he  

or   she   has   earned.   In   such   a   case,   only   the   highest   grade   will   be   used   in   figuring  

the   student’s   GPA.  
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Please   note   the   following   details   about    how   retaking   a   course   and   credit   recovery  

affect   the   Peer’s   transcript   and/or   GPA    from   the   SC   Uniform   Grading   Policy:  

The   original   failing   grade   will   remain   on   the   transcript.   

The   new   credit   recovery   course   will   be   marked   “CR”   at   the   end   of   the   course   title  

in   the   student   information   system.  

If   a   student   passes   the   credit   recovery   course   with   a   60   or   higher,   the   passing  

grade   will   be   transcribed   to   the   numeric   grade   equivalent   to   the   GPA   quality  

points   of   the   student’s   cumulative   GPA.   For   example,   if   the   student’s   cumulative  

GPA   with   the   failing   course   grade   included   is   2.72,   then   the   quality   points   applied  

to   the   “P”   in   the   credit   recovery   course   will   be   2.72   or   a   grade   of   77.   If   the  

student’s   cumulative   GPA   is   an   “F,”   then   the   grade   entered   for   passing   the   credit  

recovery   course   is   the   lowest   passing   grade   (60).  

A   student   wishing   to   modify   his   or   her   GPA   shall   repeat   the   full   course   for   credit  

and   not   seek   a   credit   recovery   solution.  

Note:   The   NCAA   does   NOT   recognize   Credit   Recovery   Courses.    If   a   Peer   desires   to   be  

an   NCAA   college   athlete,   s/he   must   retake   the   course   fully   to   be   eligible.  

Dual   Enrollment  

Peers   are   encouraged   to   take   dual   enrollment   classes   at   local   approved   colleges.   These  

courses   are   college   level   classes   that   will   offer   opportunities   for   Peers   to   be   challenged  

academically   and   prepare   them   for   college   after   high   school.   

In   order   to   take   dual   enrollment   courses   Peers   must   meet   the   requirements   established  

by   Greenville   Technical   College.   Peers:  

● Must   be   at   least   16   years   old  

● Have   at   least   a   3.0   SCUGP  

● Completed   English   3   as   a   prerequisite   to   take   English   101  

● Take   the   SAT,   ACT,   and/or   ACCUPLACER   tests    and    meet   minimum   test   scores  

required   by   the   college   to   enroll   in   a   course  

● Receive   approval   from   the   School   Counselor  

 

When   Peers   enroll   as   a   GTC   early   college   student   it   is   their   responsibility   to   take  

ownership   for   their   education   and   success.    Peers   are   permitted   to   take   only   one   early  

college   course   their   first   semester.    This   enables   Peers   to   transition   into   the   college  

workload   and   find   a   balance   between   NHS   and   GTC.   
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The   grade   received   for   a   dual   enrollment   course   will   appear   on   both   the   Peer’s   high  

school   transcript   and   their   college   transcript.   We   want   to   ensure   the   Peer   is   set   on   a   path  

for   success.  

NHS   will   always   be   available   as   a   resource   but,   as   a   college   student,   the   responsibility   for  

dual   credit   coursework   is   on   the   Peer.   The   Peer   needs   to   regularly   communicate   with  

GTC   and   their   Professor.   It   is   the   Peer’s   responsibility   to   adhere   to   all   policies   and  

procedures   of   the   college.  

NHS   works   closely   with   GTC   to   support   our   Peers   as   they   work   towards   accomplishing  

their   academic   goals.    NHS   and   GTC   will   communicate   regularly   as   policies   and  

procedures   change   due   to   COVID-19   policies   and   procedures.  

 

Graduation   and   Regalia  

 

● Peers   meeting   all   school   and   state   diploma/certificate   requirements   are   invited   to  

participate   in   graduation   ceremonies.   These   guidelines   will   be   provided   to   and  

discussed   with   seniors   during   the   school   year.  

● Seniors   are   responsible   for   clearing   all   accumulated   financial   obligations   and  

school   debts   prior   to   graduation   practices.   Failure   to   do   so   may   result   in   the  

student   not   being   allowed   to   participate   in   graduation   ceremonies.  

● If   a   Peer   has   less   than   2   credits   remaining   to   receive   a   SC   Diploma,   they   may  

request   to   participate   in   the   graduation   ceremony.   Before   a   request   to   participate  

is   made,   the   Peer   must   be   enrolled   in   the   required   summer   classes   necessary   for  

their   diploma.  

●   All   seniors   must   have   the   approved   cap   and   gown   to   participate   in   the   graduation  

ceremony.   Peers   are   financially   responsible   for   their   cap   and   gown.    Fees   for   the  

purchase   of   these   items   will   be   discussed   and   communicated   to   Peers   and  

families   at   the   beginning   of   the   school   year.  

● Please   note   that   purchasing   regalia   items   does   not   guarantee   that   a   Peer   will  

graduate   or   be   allowed   to   participate   in   graduation.   They   will   need   to   meet   the  

state   requirements   and   be   otherwise   eligible   beforehand.  

 

Transcripts  

 

● All   transcripts   will   be   generated   and   requested   through   Parchment   for   individual  

need   or   to   be   sent   to   colleges/universities.    Individual   requests   will   not   be  

accepted.  

● Please   note   that   final   transcripts   are   available   after   June   15.   Requests   made   in  

Parchment    before   this   date   will   be   filled   after   transcripts   are   finalized.   
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SC   High   School   Graduation   Requirements    and    NHS   Academic   Distinction  

 

As   a   public   charter   school,   The   NEXT   School   will   award   a   South   Carolina   High   School  
diploma   to   students   who   complete   the   SC   High   School   Graduation   Requirements  
indicated   on   the   next   page   (in   line   with   SC   state   law).  

However,   to   encourage   a   broad   experience   in   our   PBL   curriculum   and   a   competitive  
academic   experience,    NEXT   High   School   begins   student   Individual   Graduation   Plans  
(IGPs)   at   the   “NHS   Academic   Distinction”   level   outlined   below.  

Earning   NHS   Academic   Distinction   is   also   honored   on   the   Peer’s   NEXT   School   Certificate  
(if   s/he   earns   the   certificate;   see   section   on    The   NEXT   School   Certificate )   and   recognized  
at   graduation.  

Exceptions   to   Peers’   pursuing   NHS   Academic   Distinction   may   be   made   for:   irreconcilable  
scheduling   conflicts,   outstanding   graduation   credit   needs,   course   retakes,   Special  
Education   recommendations,   or   parental   override.  
 

SC   High   School   Graduation   Requirements   NHS   Academic   Distinction  

English/Language   Arts   4.0   English   4.0  

Mathematics   4.0   Math   4.0  

Science   3.0   Science   4.0  

U.S.   History   and   Constitution   1.0   U.S.   History   and   Constitution   1.0  

Economics   0.5   Economics   0.5  

U.S.   Government   0.5   U.S.   Government   0.5  

Other   Social   Studies   Course   1.0   Other   Social   Studies   Courses   2.0  

PE   /   JROTC    (JROTC   not   offered   at   NHS)   1.0   PE   /   Health   and   Wellness   1.0  

Computer   Science   
(includes   keyboarding)  

1.0   Computer   Science   
(includes   keyboarding)  

1.0  

Foreign   Language    or    career   and  
technology   education  

1.0   Foreign   Language   3.0  

Additional   Electives   7.0   Additional   Electives   3.0  

Total    24   Total   24  

Reference:    https://ed.sc.gov/districts-schools/state-accountability/high-school-courses-and-requirements/  
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The   NEXT   School   Certificate    and    Graduation   Distinctions  

 

 

NEXT   High   School   awards    the     NEXT   School   Certificate    to   Peers   who   fully   engage   in   and  

complete   their   course   of   study   while   enrolled   at   NHS.   The   NEXT   School   Certificate   is  

presented   with   the   graduate’s   diploma   and   recognized   at   graduation.  

 

Excerpt   From   the   NEXT   School   Certificate:  

 

In   addition   to   successfully   earning   a   South   Carolina   High   School   Diploma,   [Peer  

Name]   has   also   demonstrated   advanced   rigor   in   NEXT   High   School’s   Program   of  

Project-Based   Learning   to   ignite   interests,   pursue   inquiry,   and   create   impact.  

 

NEXT   School   Certificate   Criteria:  

 

● Successful   completion   of   community   service   for   each   year   at   NHS  

● Successful   completion   of   EITHER   a   completed   Tallo   Profile   OR   a   personal   digital  

portfolio   website   to   include   the   following:  

○ A   polished   personal   statement/college   letter;  

○ A   personal   statement   video    –or–    audio   component   (e.g.,   podcast-style);  

○ Collected   letters   of   recommendation   (at   least   2);  

○ Documentation   (photo,   video)   and   written   reflection   of   at   least   one  

successful   PBL   project   (whether   from   a   class,   a   personal   interest   project,   or  

a   senior   capstone);  

● Successful   completion   AND   public   presentation   of   a   project   completed   during  

senior   year,   either   independently   or   in   an   academic   class    (may   be   digital   or  

in-person   due   to   COVID   limitations;   details   TBD   by   NHS).  

 

Graduation   Distinctions  

 

Graduation   Distinctions   may   additionally   be   earned   as   seals   on   the   Certificate   for  

graduates   who   participate   in   programs   and   show   academic   rigor   while   attending   NHS,  

for   example:  

 

● Academic   Distinction   (as   described   above)  

● Internship   Program  

● Beta   Club   

● Student   Leadership   Program  
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Special   Education   Services:    Individualized   Education   Plans    and    504   Plans  

 

Peers   in   Special   Education   that   have   Individualized   Education   Plans   (IEP)   and   504   plans   -  

all   accommodations   are   shared   with   their   Pros   at   the   beginning   of   each   new   semester.  

During   Extended   Online   Learning   times,   the   case   managers   will   contact   the   families   and  

students   concerning   how   services   and   accommodations   will   be   met.   Contact   is   made  

with   families   via   email   and   in   person.   

 

NHS   uses   direct   instruction   and   inclusion   models   tailored   to   the   Peer’s   individual   learning  

needs.    Peer’s   progress   is   monitored   frequently   through   teacher   observation,   data,   and  

student   progress   and   is   marked   in   their   content   areas.   Our   staff   has   been   meticulously  

trained   to   adjust   instruction   and   offer   additional   resources   according   to   student  

outcomes.    

 

If   a   family   member,   community   member,   or   staff   member   has   a   concern   for   a   Peer,   our  

school   offers   three   levels   of   intervention   through   our   RTI   process.    If   there   is   a   concern,  

please   see   our   Child   Find   Procedures    ( available   on   our   website,    nexthighschool.org    >  

Resources   >   Parent   Resources )   and/or   contact   Valerie   Martin   at  

valerie.martin@nexthighschool.org     or    (864)   416-4471.  
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School   Accountability   ( Testing )  

 

As   a   South   Carolina   Public   Charter   School,   NEXT   High   School   is   required   to   meet   the  

same   standards   as   all   South   Carolina   public   schools.   As   of   08/01/2020,   no   standardized  

testing   waivers   have   been   granted   to   South   Carolina   for   the   2020-2021   school   year.   As  

such,   the   following   tests   will   be   administered:  

 

TEST   Grade   Level   Date   of   Administration**  

NWEA   MAP    9th   First   10   days   of   school  

PSAT   10th   Oct   14  

WIN   Career   Readiness   12th   Week   of   Oct   26  

ACT   11th   TBD   -   spring   2021  

SAT   11th   TBD   -   spring   2021  

WIN   Career   Readiness   11th   TBD   -   spring   2021  

EOC   English   2,   Biology,   Algebra   1/  
Intermediate   Algebra,   US  

History  

End   of   Semester   when  
course   is   taken  

 

**Ability   to   administer   tests   due   to   COVID-19   spread   may   impact   this   schedule.   Regular  

communication   regarding   testing   will   be   maintained.  
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Special   Events    and    Field   Trips  

 

 

Notice   re:   COVID-19  

 

In   order   to   reduce   the   spread   of   COVID-19,   all    in-person    special   events   and   field   trips  

will   be   on   hold   until   further   notice.    Virtual   field   trips,   speakers,   college   visits,   etc.   may   be  

made   available   to   Peers   throughout   the   school   year.  

 

Special   events   and   field   trips   offer   peers   opportunities   to   engage   socially   with   each   other  

and   the   community.   They   enrich   our   Peers’   learning   and   engage   them   in   hands-on  

experiences.    We   will   examine   resuming   these   programs   if   and   when   it   is   safe   to   do   so.  

 

Examples   of   typical   events   and   field   trips   in   a   normal   school   year   include:  

 

● Dances/Prom  

● Movie   Nights  

● Speakers  

● School-Wide   Community   Service  

● Group   Field   Trips  

● Group   College   Visits  

 

For   Reference:    Special   Event   and   Field   Trip   Requirements   (if/when   reinstated):  

 

● Turn   in   completed   permission   form(s)  

● Make   payments   (if   applicable)  

● Turn   in   all   required   medications   and   forms  

● Remain   in   good   behavior   standing    (see   additional   information   below)  

 

For   Reference:    Special   Event   and   Field   Trip   Behavior   Expectations   (if/when   reinstated):  

 

NEXT   High   School   expects   that   all   Peers   follow   the    3   Pillars   of   Respect:   Respect   Yourself;  

Respect   Others;   Respect   the   Space .   Students   that   display   inappropriate   behavior   during  

school   may   be   prohibited   from   attending   events   or   field   trips.    Administration   will   make  

the   final   determination.   If   a   student   misbehaves   during   the   time   between   sign-up   and  

final   payment   of   the   field   trip,   he/she   may   forfeit   all   or   part   of   the   money   paid.   Students  

are   reminded   that   all   items   brought   on   a   field   trip   are   the   responsibility   of   the   student.    
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Communication  

 

 

Communications   will   be   distributed   through   several   avenues.   Announcements   will   be  

emailed   to   all   families   that   have   submitted   a   working   email   address.   If   your   email   address  

changes   for   any   reason,   please   contact   the   school   office.   Announcements   will   also   be  

disseminated   through   the   NHS   website,   Google   calendar,   letters   from   the   principal   and  

board   of   directors,   and   through   verbal   statements   from   faculty   and   staff.   

 

EMAIL   ADDRESS,   HOME   ADDRESS,   AND   PHONE   NUMBER   CHANGES    need   to   be  

reported   to   the   Campus   Manager   ( aubrii.spott@nexthighschool.org )    so   that   changes   may  

be   made   in   the   system.   

 

Parents   and   Peers :   Please   check   your   email   and   listen   to   your   voicemails   regularly.   This  

is   our   main   avenue   for   communication.   

 

Text   Messages:    If   you   would   like   to   also   be   notified   via   text   message   please   read   below  

to   opt   in.   If   you   do   not   opt   in   you   will   not   be   able   to   receive   text   notifications   from   the  

school.  
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Foodservice:    Breakfast   and   Lunch  

 

 

NHS   will   offer   a   Grab   &   Go   lunch   option.   The   price   for   these   meals   will   be   $4.50.   

 

Peers   will   be   able   to   pre-order   lunch   from   a   daily   menu.    Each   student   will   have   a   lunch  

account.    Parents/Peers   will   be   able   to   go   online   through   the   NHS   website   to   purchase  

meal   credits   which   will   be   added   to   their   lunch   account.  

 

Peers   are   not   allowed   to   leave   for   lunch.   We   do   not   allow   food   to   be   delivered   to   a   Peer  

or   a   group   of   Peers.   

  

Peers   are   encouraged   to   bring   their   own   water   bottle   each   day.   Water   refill   station   are  

available.    
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Transportation   Information  

 

 

 

Parking   Information:   

- Peers   will   park   behind   the   building.   This   is   the   only   lot   for   students   and   a   car   decal  

will   be   required   after   the   first   week   of   school.   

- Pros   and   visitors   will   park   in   the   lot   on   the   Wade   Hampton   Blvd   side   of   the  

building.   Pros   will   be   issued   a   car   decal   

 

All   Peers   are   required   to   have   a   parent/guardian   fill   out   and   return   the   Transportation  

Waiver   Form   (regardless   of   that   Peer’s   own   driving,   carpooling,   or   other   transportation  

status—the   form   is   required   for   every   Peer).  

 

No   peers   are   allowed   inside   the   building   before   7:15   am.   Any   peer   who   arrives   before  

this   time   must   wait   inside   their   vehicle.   Peers   will   not   be   allowed   to   move   from   their  

vehicle   to   any   other   vehicle.   Peers   will   be   not   permitted   to   wait   outside   the   building  

before   this   time;   they   must   remain   inside   of   the   vehicle   they   arrived   in.    
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Peer   Health   /   Health   Room    and    COVID-19   Guidelines  

 
 

Please    Click   Here    for   up-to-   date   COVID-19   information   and   guidelines   on   our   website.   

 

Peer   Illness  

 

Any   Peer   who   becomes   ill   should   report   to   the   lobby   with   permission   from   the   teacher.   If  

it   becomes   necessary   to   leave   school,   someone   from   administration   will   contact   parents  

to   coordinate   arrangements   for   dismissal.   Peers   are   not   allowed   to   leave   the   Health  

Room   without   permission   from   a   Pro,   nor   should   they   stay   for   an   extended   time.   A  

dismissal   from   the   Health   Room   is   NOT   considered   as   a   medical   absence.  

 

Isolation   Room   

 

This   school   year   (2020/2021)    we   will   have   an   isolation   room.   This   room   will   be   used   as   a  

space   for   peers   who   are   exhibiting   COVID-19   symptoms.   They   will   be   asked   to   sit   in   the  

isolation   room   until   a   parent/guardian   can   come   pick   them   up.   Once   a   peer   has   been  

sent   to   the   isolation   room   they   will   not   be   allowed   to   go   back   to   class.   

 

Health   Room   

 

The   Healthroom   is   a   room   that   is   used   for   any   peer   that   is   not   feeling   well   but   not  

exhibiting   any   COVID-19   symptoms.   

 

Medication   Policy  

 

All   medication   must   be   delivered   to   the   Health   Room   Attendant   or   other   designated  

school   employee   by   the   student’s   parent,   legal   guardian   or   a   previously   designated  

adult.   Peers   may   not   carry   ANY   medication   on   their   person   without   physician   permission,  

parent   permission   And   NEXT   HIGH   School   permission   to   self-administer   and   self-monitor  

(SC   Law   S144).   All   prescription   medication   will   be   maintained   in   the   records   room.  

Violations   of   the   medication   policy   are   dealt   with   sternly.  

 

Other   Important   Information:  

 

● ALL   PRESCRIPTION   MEDICATION    must   have   written   parental   and   physician  

authorization   before   medication   can   be   administered   at   school.  
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● All   PRESCRIPTION   MEDICATION    must   be   administered   as   labeled   and  

medications   may   not   exceed   package   directions.  

● ALL   PRESCRIPTION   MEDICATION    must   be   brought   to   school   by   a   legal   guardian  

or   designated   person   over   18   years   of   age   and   given   directly   to   the   health   room  

attendant   or   designated   school   personnel.  

● OVER   THE   COUNTER   (OTC)   MEDICATIONS    will   be   provided   by   the   health   room  

attendant   if   peer   has   a   “permission   for   OTC”   on   file   in.   DONATIONS   of   ibuprofen  

and   Acetaminophen   are   encouraged.   Parents/guardians   may   deliver   to   the  

Campus   Manager.   Parents   are   responsible   for   knowing   the   expiration   date   of   any  

medication   brought   to   school   and   replacing   medication   before   the   expiration   date.  

School   personnel   will   not   administer   any   medication   past   the   expiration   date.  

● ALL   MEDICATION   MUST   BE   IN   THE   ORIGINAL   CONTAINER    No   medication  

containing   ASPIRIN   can   be   given   at   school   without   a   doctor’s   authorization.   This  

includes   but   is   not   limited   to   Pepto   Bismol,   Excedrin,   and   some   OTC   cold  

medications.  

 

If   your   child   forgets   to   take   a   morning   dose   of   medication,   school   personnel   are   not  

allowed   to   give   that   dose   at   school.   Parents   may   come   to   the   lobby    to   give   the  

missed   dose.  

 

Peers   with   certain   medication   prescribed   by   a   health   care   provider   contained   in   the  

original   packaging   and   appropriately   labeled   may   carry   these   medications,   may   self-  

monitor   and   may   self-administer   these   medications   only   if   we   have   permission   from   the  

prescribing   doctor   and   the   parent/legal   guardian   (SC   Code   59-63-80).   Medications  

that   are   approved   for   self-administering   are   asthma   inhalers,   insulin   for   diabetic  

students,   Epi-Pens   for   severe   allergic   reactions,   and   some   migraine   medications.  

If   there   is   sufficient   evidence   that   unsupervised   self-monitoring   or   self-medicating   would  

seriously   jeopardize   the   safety   of   the   peer   or   others,   (stimulants,   pain   relief  

medication,   and   antidepressants   for   example)   the   school   may   refuse   to   allow   the  

peer   to   carry   his/her   medication.  

 

No   Lice/No   Nit   Policy  

 

The   National   Pediculosis   Association   recommends   the   No   Nit   Policy   as   the   public   health  

standard   intended   to   keep   children   lice-free,   nit-free,   and   in   school.   Therefore,   the   NEXT  

Schools   have   adopted   a    No-Lice/No-Nits    policy.   

The   spirit   of   the   policy   is   to   minimize   head   lice   infestations   as   a   public   health   problem  

and   to   keep   children   in   school   lice-   and   nit-free.   The   policy   encourages   each   family   to   do  
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its   part   at   home   with   routine   screening,   early   detection,   accurate   identification   and  

thorough   removal   of   lice   and   nits.   Early   intervention   provides   the   needed   assurance   for  

those   who   have   successfully   eliminated   an   infestation   that   everything   possible   is   being  

done   to   prevent   new   outbreaks   when   children   return   to   groups   where   close   contact   is  

inevitable.  

If   your   child   has   been   identified   as   having   either   lice   or   nits,   they   will   not   be   allowed   to  

remain   on   campus   until   they   are   completely   lice   and/or   nit-free.   Once   you   have   them   lice  

and/or   nit   free,   you   are   asked   to   escort   them   inside   of   the   school   so   that   we   may   check  

them.  

Please   keep   in   mind   that   the   State   of   South   Carolina   does   not   view   these   absences   as  

lawful.   Therefore,   it   is   imperative   that   you   frequently   check   your   child's   hair   in   order   to  

ensure   they   are   completely   free   of   lice   and/or   nits.    
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Attendance   Policies  

 

 

Our   instructional   day   runs   from   8:20am–3:05   pm.   

 

The   nature   of   collaborative   projects   and   our   educational   model   makes    daily   attendance  

extremely   important—virtual   or   in-person .   Peers   will   be   working   daily   with   classmates,  

checking   in   with   Pros   on   curriculum,   and   keeping   up   with   their   advisories.   Families  

should   plan   to   schedule   vacations   or   special   programs   in   a   way   that   does   not   conflict  

with   regular   school   days   or   special   activities.  

 

Note:   In   addition   to   the   information   provided   here,    all   questions   regarding  

absences   and   attendance   may   be   directed   to   our   Attendance   Manager,   Terry  

Kee   (terry.kee@nexthighschool.org)  

 

Significant   absences,   repeated   unexcused   absences,   or   excessive   tardiness   could   lead  

to   academic   and   disciplinary   consequences   through   the   South   Carolina   Department  

of   Education .   Appointments   and   other   activities   should   be   scheduled   during   non-school  

hours   whenever   possible.  

 

State   law   requires   Peers   to   be   present   170   of   the   180   days   (85   of   the   90   days   of   a  

semester)   or   they   will   be   in   danger   of   failing   due   to   absences.    Students   and   families  

will   be   issued   a   student   intervention   plan   and    may    not   be   promoted   on   to   the   next   grade  

due   to   absences/attendance.  

 

If   additional   unexcused   absences   occur ,   the   student   may   be   considered    truant    and   DSS  

will   be   contacted.   If   students   have   more   than   10%   of   days   absent   whether   excused   or  

unexcused,   they   are   considered    chronically   absent    and   their   information   will   be   sent   to  

the   State.  

 

A   Peer   who   is    absent   for   ten   (10)   consecutive   school   days   or   more,    whose   parents   do  

not   provide   the   school   with   an   explanation   for   the   absences   and   whose   parents   do   not  

indicate   an   intent   to   have   their   child   remain   in   school,   will   be   deemed   to   have    dropped  

from   school   enrollment   on   the   11th   consecutive   day.  

 

The   maximum   number   of   days   that   will   be   recorded   as   excused   with   parent   notes   is   5  

days   per   semester.   The   only   lawful   absences   are   medical   absences,   bereavement   (3  

days)   and   principal   approved   absences.  
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Specific   Guidelines   for   Peers   in   the   100%   Virtual   Program  

 

In   order   to   be   counted   present   for   attendance   in   a   given   week,    Virtual   Program   Peers  

must   have   2   or   more   points   of   contact   with   their   Pros   in   every   class.  

 

“Points   of   Contact”    may   include   (but   are   not   limited   to):  

● Submitting   an   assignment  

● Emailing   a   Pro   to   check   in   or   participate  

● Sharing   documents  

● Logging   in   and   working   in   Edmentum   or   Schoology  

● Attending   course   LiveStream  

● Attending   Pro’s   office   hours   for   support  

● Etc.  

 

All   points   of   contact   for   a   given   week   must   be   done   by   Virtual   Program   Peers   by   the  

end   of   day   every   Thursday   (e.g.,   11:59pm).    Activities   or   points   of   contact   made   on  

Fridays    count   toward   the    following    week.   This   is   because   attendance   points   of   contact  

are   tracked   by   Pros   and   reported   on   Friday   morning   to   be   reviewed   by   our   Attendance  

Manager   (Terry   Kee   //    terry.kee@nexthighschool.org ).  

 

Excused   Absences   for   College   Visits  

 

Absences   for    high   school   juniors   and   seniors    may   be   excused   for   the   purpose   of   visiting  

college   campuses.   When   applying   for   college   visits,    Peers   must   adhere   to   the   following:  

 

1. Requests   for   approval   of   absences   for   college   visits   must   be   submitted   in   writing  

by   a   parent   at   least   one   week   in   advance   of   the   scheduled   visit.   Requests   should  

be   submitted   to   the   Counselor   and   Campus   Manager.   

2. Approval   will   be   granted   for   no   more   than   two   (2)   visits   per   school   year.  

3. Peers   must   submit   documentation   of   the   visit   within   three   (3)   days   of   returning  

from   the   visit   (letter   from   the   college,   tour   documentation,   etc.).  

 

Absences   approved   for   college   visits   will   be   excused   absences   and   Peers   will   be   allowed  

to   make   up   classroom   work.  

 

Lawful   Versus   Unlawful   Absences  

 

While   the   Administrators   of   NEXT   Schools   reserve   the   right   to   make   a   final   determination  

as   to   whether   an   absence   is   lawful   or   unlawful,   in   general,    lawful   absences    are   those   for  
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which   the   parent   has   submitted:   a   parent   note   (only   the   first   5),   a   medical   note,   a  

bereavement   note   or   a   principal   approved   absence.     Unlawful   absences    are   parent  

notes   (over   5)   and   those   for   which   there   is   no   documentation   or   obvious   necessity.  

 

Early   Dismissals  

 

Peers   cannot   leave   campus   during   the   school   day   without   prior   written   consent   from  

their   parents   or   guardians.     We   must   have   written   documentation   from   a   parent/guardian  

for   early   dismissals   and   this   documentation   must   include   contact   information   for   the  

parent/guardian   so   that   we   can   verify   the   dismissal.    Emails   from   the   parent   email  

address   on   file   will   suffice   as   written   documentation.    NEXT   Schools   have   the   prerogative  

to   call   and   verify   emails   or   early   dismissal   at   any   time   to   ensure   the   safety   of   our  

students.  

 

Parents/guardians   must   come   inside   the   NEXT   School   facility   to   the   main   desk  

and   physically   sign   Peers   out   of   school   if   the   dismissal   is   prior   to   3:05    (unless  

the   Peer   is   a   student   driver) .    We   ask   that   parents/guardians   remain   at   the   front  

desk   until   the   Peer   arrives   and   is   released   into   parent/guardian   custody.  

 

Tardy   Policy  

 

Peers   who   arrive   at   school   late   or   return   to   school   from   a   midday   appointment   must  

check   in   at   the   front   desk   and   provide   a   note   from   a   parent/guardian   regarding   the  

tardy    in   order   to   be   allowed   to   participate   in   the   remainder   of   the   school   day.   The   parent  

note   will   not   necessarily   excuse   the   tardy,   but   is   required   to   ensure   that   the   parent   was  

aware   of   the   student’s   whereabouts   when   not   in   school.   Doctor’s   notes   will   be   accepted  

as   excused   absences,   but   may   be   verified   by   the   school.  

 

Extended   Online   Learning   (EOL)   Attendance   Policy  

 

Peers   are   expected   to   attend   all   online   learning   sessions   (live,   synchronous   meetings).  

Failure   to   do   so   may   result   in   an   unexcused   absence.    Excessive   unexcused   absences  

could   result   in   the   student   being   in   danger   of   failing   the   course   due   to   excessive  

absences.    EOL   is   also   referenced   in   the    Learning   Models   for   2020-21    section  

 

Make   Up   Work  

 

Peers   who   have   lawful   absences   must   make   up   work   missed.   The   Peer   is   responsible   for  
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contacting   the   Pro   about   making   up   the   work.   Work   missed   must   be   made   up   within  

three   days   for   a   one-day   absence.   If   a   Peer   was   lawfully   absent   on   the   day   a   previously  

missed   announced   assignment   was   due,   the   assignment   is   considered   due   the   first   day  

the   Peer   returns.   If   a   Peer   misses   a   test,   arrangements   to   make   up   the   test   must   be   made  

at   a   time   convenient   for   the   Pro.   Peers   are   responsible   for   making   up   work   when   they   are  

absent.  

 

This   includes   suspensions   or   school   sponsored   activities.   Peers   should   work   with   their  

Pros   to   make   arrangements   to   complete   assignments,   tests,   and   quizzes   in   three   days.  

Peers   who   are   absent   or   anticipate   being   absent   for   two   or   more   days   may   arrange   to  

get   assignments   from   their   Pros   at   school   or   via   email.   Faculty   email   addresses   may   be  

obtained   at   our   website:   www.nexthighschool.org.   This   policy   applies   to   planned  

absences,   suspensions   and   school   sponsored   activities.    
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Inclement   Weather/Campus   Closure:     Online   Learning   Attendance   (OLA)  

 

At   NEXT   High   School,   our   program   allows   students   to   work   outside   of   NHS   in   order   to  

continue   learning   during   closures   for   inclement   weather   or   other   reasons   that   require   the  

school   building   to   be   closed.   NEXT   High   School   uses   blended   learning   methods   through  

online   platforms   that   may   be   accessed   by   students   and   teachers   off-site.  

 

NEXT   High   School’s   Online   Learning   Attendance   (OLA)   Policy   provides   that   during   a  

short-term   facility   closure,   when   teachers   and   students   may   not   physically   attend  

campus,   they   will   continue   instruction   online.   The   day   is   considered   part   of   that   campus’  

180-day   count,   and   when   students   complete   their   assigned   work,   the   day   will   be  

considered   a   school   day   for   them,   not   incurring   an   absence.   Full   details   and   procedures  

included   below.  

 

Additionally,   OLA   may   be   occasionally   enacted   during   school-wide   testing   days   or   other  

school   program   days   for   students   not   involved   in   the   testing   or   special   programming.  

This   way,   those   students   may   still   continue   their   instruction   (traditionally,   these   students  

would   lose   instruction   during   required   school-wide   testing   days/etc.).  

 

Campus   Closure/Delay/Early   Release   Procedures   and   Communication:  

 

● Parents   and   Peers   should   watch   local   news   outlets   for   information   regarding  

campus   closure/   delay/   or   early   release.  

● School   administration   will   observe   Greenville   County   Schools’   (GCS)   decision   on  

inclement   weather   and   will   observe   the   early   release   or   campus   closure   as   GCS  

for   the   first   day   of   an   inclement   weather/natural   disaster   incident.   This   will   be  

communicated   to   families   via   social   media,   website,   and/or   email/text/recorded  

call.  

● Any   delayed   start   to   the   school   day   issued   by   GCS   will   result   in   an   online   learning  

day   for   Peers.  

● For   the   second   and   following   days   of   a   closure   event,   NEXT   High   School  

administration   will   closely   monitor   conditions,   news   outlets,   and   GCS’   actions,   and  

will   make   the   call   for   closure/delay/early   release   independently.  

● At   all   times,   the   safety   of   students   and   teachers   will   be   the   paramount   determiner  

for   delay/closure,   and   decisions   will   be   made   with   all   information   available   at  

hand.  
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Online   Learning   Attendance   (OLA)   Procedures:  

 

● Pros   will   amend   and/or   post   assignments   digitally   no   later   than   8:00   AM   on   Online  

Learning   Days.   OLA   work   should   approximate   the   normal   class   duration   to  

complete   and   will   cover   the   content   to   have   been   completed   in   class   that   day.  

● Since   this   is   an   asynchronous   learning   day,   the   attendance   policy   for   OLA   is   the  

same   as   the   attendance   policy   for   an   asynchronous   learning   day.  

● Students   may   communicate   with   teachers   via   email;   teachers   will   remain  

responsive   via   email   for   at   least   the   duration   of   the   normal   school   day   (8:00  

am–3:30   pm).  

● If   a   student   does   not   have   access   to   the   internet   at   home   (or   somewhere   within  

safe   and   reasonable   access   such   as   a   library),   s/he   must   bring   a   note   (or   email)  

from   his/her   parent/guardian   indicating   such.  

○ This   will   constitute   an   excused   absence  

○ The   student   WILL   be   allowed   to   make   up   the   missed   work   at   no   penalty  

upon   return   to   internet   access   and/or   school.   Teachers   will   allow   the  

student   to   complete   the   work   in   accordance   with   stated   makeup   work  

policies.  

● Guidelines   for   Shelter   in   Place   -   It   is   always   the   intent   of   NEXT   High   School   to  

provide   for   the   emotional,   mental,   and   physical   safety   concerns   of   it’s   students  

and   in   the   event   of   needing   to   Shelter   in   Place   for   inclement   weather,   these   steps  

will   be   taken  

○ Masks   will   be   worn   until   social   distancing   standards   can   be   followed  

○ Peers   will   follow   their   Pros   to   a   designated   area,   sit   on   the   floor,   and   face  

the   same   direction   until   the   All   Clear   has   been   given  

○ Peers   will   not   be   allowed   to   leave   the   building   until   the   Shelter   in   Place  

Order   is   lifted   

○ If   an   Early   Dismissal   occurs,   Peers   will   return   to   their   classroom   and   wait   to  

be   released   as   the   situation   dictates.   
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Closed   Campus   Policy  

 

The   NEXT   School   maintains   a   closed   campus   during   normal   school   hours   in   order   to  

provide   a   safe   learning   environment.   This   means:  

● Only   essential    pre-scheduled   visitors   will   be   allowed   into   the   building.   They   must  

check-in   at   the   front   desk   immediately   upon   arrival.   Visitors   will   then   be   escorted  

to   the   meeting   area   and   then   again   afterwards.   

● While   surprised   visits   from   friends   and   family   would   normally   be   welcomed   at  

NEXT,   the   current   COVID-19   conditions   do   not   allow   this   to   be   possible.   Only  

essential   visitors   will   be   allowed   into   NHS.   This   policy   will   remain   in   effect   until  

further   notice.   

● Peers   will   report   any   unknown   person(s)   to   the   nearest   Pro   immediately.  

● No   Peer   will   open   a   secured   external   access   door   to   any   person   for   any   reason.  

Always   allow   a   Pro   to   open   the   secure   entry   door   for   visitors,   other   Peers/Pros,   or  

parents.  
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Dress   Standards    ( Adapted   from   Roanoke   County   Public   Schools )  

 

 

We   view   dress   expectations   through   our   3   pillars   of   respect:   respect   yourself;   respect  

others;   and   respect   the   space.   No   set   of   guidelines   should   replace   a   thoughtful,  

empathetic   approach   to   clothing   choices,   but   the   following   principles   for   dress   present   a  

practical   starting   point.   Every   day,    NEXT   High   School   expects   its   Peers   to   attend   school  

clothed,   appropriate,    and    safe.†  

 

Clothed:  

● Shirts/tops   must   have   shoulder   straps.  

● Clothing   must   cover   areas   from   the   underarm  

to   mid-thigh   (approximately   3   to   4   inches   on  

the   upper   thigh).   Any   rips   or   tears   in   clothing  

should   be   lower   than   this   minimum   coverage  

length.  

● See-through   or   mesh   garments   may   not   be  

worn   without   appropriate   coverage  

underneath   or   over   top   to   meet   minimum  

coverage   requirements.   Clothing   that   reveals  

stomach,   undergarments,   or   private   parts   is  

not   appropriate.  

● Shoes   must   be   worn   at   all   times   and   should   be  

safe   for   the   school   environment   (no   bedroom  

shoes   or   slippers,   except   for   school-approved  

activities).  

● Hats   may   be   worn.  

● Masks   must   be   worn   at   all   times.  

Appropriate:  

Peers   will   dress   appropriately   for   the   context   of   a   shared   space.   Clothing   may   not:  

 

● Depict,   imply,   advertise,   or   advocate   illegal,   violent,   or   lewd   conduct,  

weapons,   the   use   of   alcohol,   tobacco,   marijuana   or   other   controlled  

substances;  

● Depict   or   imply   pornography,   nudity,   or   sexual   acts;  
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● State,   imply,   or   depict   hate   speech/imagery   targeting   groups   based   on  

race,   ethnicity,   gender,   sexual   orientation,   gender   identity,   religious  

affiliation,   or   any   other   protected   classification.  

 

Some   activities   (Physical   Education,   science   labs,   field   trips,   etc.)   may   require  

specific   attire.   Pros   will   communicate   details   to   Peers   as   required.  

 

Safe:  

For   matters   of   safety   and   identification,   hoods   and/or   sunglasses   are   not   to   be  

worn   inside   the   building   (Peers   may   wear   hoodies   with   hoods   down).  

 

Clothing   and   accessories   that   endanger   student   or   staff   safety   may   not   be   worn.  

 

Apparel,   jewelry,   accessories,   tattoos,   or   manner   of   dress   that   denotes  

membership   in   a   gang   that   advocates   illegal   or   disruptive   behavior   is   prohibited.  

 

†    Important   update:    In   order   to   help   reduce   the   spread   of   COVID-19,   all   Peers   will   be  

required   to   wear   a   mask   while   on   school   grounds   and   at   all   school-related   events  

during   the   2020-2021   school   year.   

 

Peers   are   required   to   wear   a   mask   throughout   the   school   day,   except   for   when   they   are  

eating   lunch   or   taking   a   drink   of   water.   When   eating   lunch,   Peers   must   place   their  

masks   either   in   their   pocket   or   bag   and   not   on   any   other   surfaces.      Please   review   the  

CDC   guidelines   on   how   to   properly   wear   a   mask .   

 

Dress   Code   Violations   or   Remedy:  

 

Adherence   to   the   NEXT   School   dress   code   is   a   visible   indicator   of   the   Peer’s   respect   for  

self,   others,   and   our   space.   Pros   or   administration   may   identify   a   Peer’s   dress   as  

inappropriate   or   in   need   of   remedy.   Violations   will   be   handled   on   a   case-by-case   basis,  

discreetly,   and   in   partnership   with   parents   or   guardians   if/when   a   change   of   attire   is  

merited.  
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NEXT   High   School   Peer   Conduct   Code  

 

 

Conduct   Code   Philosophy:    Respect    yourself .   Respect    others .   Respect    our   space .  

 

Conduct   norms   for   NEXT   High   School   include    but   are   not   limited   to :  

 

● Engaging   in   any   act   that   would   be   grounds   for    arrest   or   citation   in   the   criminal   or  

juvenile   court   system    (excluding   minor   traffic   violations)    could   be   grounds   for  

expulsion.    This   includes,   but   is   not   limited   to:   possession   of   a   weapon   or   illegal  

substance   (or   paraphernalia),   physical   or   verbal   abuse   or   harassment   of   another  

Peer   or   Pro,   and   behavior   that   threatens   the   safety   and   security   of   the   school.    

● Drugs,   alcohol   and   tobacco    (including   e-cigarettes   and   vaporizers)    are   prohibited  

in   the   school   building,   on   campus,   in   the   parking   lot   and   at   any   off-campus   school  

function.    Peers   are   prohibited   from   being   under   the   influence   while   at   school,   on  

campus,   and   at   off-campus   social,   work,   or   internship   activities.   When   necessary,  

the   school   will   contact   local   authorities   for   assistance.   

● Vandalism   is   prohibited.     No   one   is   to   destroy,   deface,   or   trespass   on   school  

property.    Parents/guardians   will   be   responsible   for   paying   for   damages   incurred  

by   their   child.   Where   appropriate,   Peers   may   be   expected   to   help   with   repairs   or  

cleanup   of   vandalized   property.  

● Personal   cell   phones,   mp3   players   and   all   similar   electronic   devices    should   not  

be   used   during   instructional/project   hours   unless   approved   for   instruction   or  

project   work.    When   asked   by   a   Pro   to   turn   off   a   personal   device   or   take   off  

headphones,   the   request   will   be   complied   with   immediately.  

● Peers   are   required   to   use   appropriate   language   and   tone   to   communicate .  

When   addressing   Peers   and   Pros,   Peers   should   maintain   an   attitude   of   respect  

and   language   appropriate   for   a   professional   setting   (no   profanity,   vulgarity,   etc.).  

This   applies   to   spoken,   written,   and   digital   communication.  

● The   learning   environment   at   NHS   thrives   on    mutual   respect,   cooperation,   and  

trust.     Behavior   that   threatens   to   disrupt   an   environment   of   trust   and   culture   of  

respect   will   not   be   tolerated.  

 

Disciplinary   issues   that   arise   will   be   dealt   with   on   a   case-by-case   basis   in   communication  

and   partnership   with   parents.    Every   effort   will   be   made   to   resolve   the   situation   in   a  

restorative   manner   and   with   an   equitable   process.   Ultimately,   when   required,    school  

Administrators   will   make   the   final   decision   on   disciplinary   consequences.   See   more   on  

next   page   under    Behavioral   Support   Model   and   Tiered   Discipline    
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Behavioral   Support   Model    and    Tiered   Discipline  

 

 

NHS   provides   a   proactive   approach   of   support   as   a   means   to   prevent   inappropriate  

and   unsafe   behavior    among   our   Peers   and   Pros.   We   work   together   to   create   a   safe  

environment   that   fosters   academic,   emotional,   and   social   growth.  

When   a   disruptive   incident   occurs   on   campus,    the   Pro   involved   assesses   the  

behavior(s)   to   see   what   support   and   interventions   are   required.    First   and   foremost:  

● If   the   Peer   is   a    threat   to   self ,   the    School   Counselor    will   be   notified   immediately.  

● If   the   Peer   is   a    threat   to   others ,   the    Administrator    will   be   notified   immediately.  

● The   School   Counselor   and   Administration   will   then   work   with   the   Peer   to   process  

the   event   and   make   sure   that   our   community   remains   safe.  

Then,   depending   on   the   event,   the   Pro   will   take    one   of   the   following   steps    to   receive  

support   and   work   through   the   incident   or   concern   with   the   Peer:  

TIER   1  

 

When   an   incident   occurs   on   campus,   the   Pro   involved   is   asked   to   initially   assess  

the   situation   to   determine   the   next   steps   and   who   needs   to   be   notified.    Pros   are  

empowered   to   work   with   the   Peer(s)   in   a   restorative   manner    to   process   the  

event.   If   the   peer(s)   involved   are   able   to   work   with   the   Pro   to   repair   the   harm,   then  
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there   is   no   further   action   that   is   needed.   Next,   the   Pro   determines   who   needs   to  

be   informed   of   the   event.   These   individuals   include,   but   are   not   limited   to,  

parents/guardians,   the   School   Counselor,   Advisor,   or   Administration.   

 

TIER   2  

 

When   behaviors   reoccur   or   intensify,   the   Peer   will   be   referred   to   the  

Interdisciplinary   Team   (IDT).    The   IDT   will   review   the   referral   form   and   meet   with  

the   Peer(s)   involved.   The   IDT   and   Administration   will   work   with   each   peer   and   their  

family   to   develop   strategies   and   plans   to   improve   their   behaviors   and   repair   the  

harm   of   those   who   were   affected.  

When   necessary,   the   incidents   will   be   directly   forwarded   to   the   Principal   for  

review   and   disciplinary   action.    Accountability   and   responsibility   are   crucial  

stepping   stones   towards   teaching   Peers   appropriate   behavior   and   how   to   be   a  

positive   member   of   our   community.   It   is   our   goal   to   support   our   peers   as   they  

develop   new   skills   to   support   their   academic,   social,   and   emotional   development.   

 

TIER   3  

 

When   Peers   continue   to   make   choices   that   create   an   unsafe   environment   or  

dramatically   interfere    with   their   (or   others’)   academic,   social,   and   emotional  

development,   they   will   be   placed   on   a    behavior   contract    and   may   be   referred   to  

the   Board   of   Directors   for   an    expulsion   hearing.  

 

We   work   together   as   a   team   to   create   the   safest   community   that   fosters   academic,  

emotional,   and   social   growth.    It   is   through   early   intervention   in   a   supportive   manner   that  

we   are   able   to   maintain   the   sense   of   community   within   our   school.    
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Search   of   Peers   and   Possessions  

 

 

All   persons   on   the   campus   of   NEXT   High   School   are   subject   to   have   themselves   or   their  

possessions   searched   at   any   time,   for   any   reason.    This   includes,   but   is   not   limited   to:  

● Their   physical   person  

● Backpacks   and   purses  

● Gym/equipment   bags  

● Laptop   cases  

● Clothing  

● Automobiles   parked   on   NEXT   High   School   property  

● Etc.  

 

Social   distancing   and   mask   requirements   will   be   maintained   during   the   search   of   backpacks  

and   other   student   belongings.    During   a   physical   search   of   a   student,    The   correct   PPE   will   be  

used    to   minimize   the   spread   of   COVID-19   at   NHS.  
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